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LED NAVIGATION LAMPS PROVIDE SUPERIOR MARINE SAFETY 
 
 

Offering ultra-low power consumption and a maintenance-free design, 

NaviLED PRO Series LED navigation lights from Hella marine provide bright 

and reliable illumination. With no bulbs to burn out or filaments to snap in 

rough seas, they provide unmatched durability and greater safety in all  

weather conditions. 

NaviLED PRO Series lights provide more illumination per watt than 

traditional bulb lamps, with a greater than 90% reduction in power draw. 

Hella marine advanced LED optics deliver optimal horizontal and vertical 

light distribution with precise cut-off angles to clearly indicate a vessel's 

movement and heading. Each light is individually tested to ensure 

compliance with international navigation lamp standards, and laser 

engraved with a serial number cross-referenced to the report. 

Built for superior resistance to water, impact and UV damage, 

NaviLED PRO Series lights are IP67 rated. They come pre-wired with a high 

quality marine-spec cable, completely sealed into the lamp body, for long 

life and easy installation. Reverse-polarity and spike protected, they 

feature advanced 9-33V DC Multivolt™ circuitry for uniform illumination 

across 12 and 24V DC inputs, as well as enhanced reliability under even 

severe voltage fluctuations.  

The series includes port, starboard and stern lights in 2 NM and 3 

NM models, plus a 3 NM masthead light. For the ultimate in durability, 
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NaviLED PRO Wheelmark lamps utilize a Grilamid lens for enhanced 

performance in heavy duty applications. They're available in port, 

starboard, stern and bi-color versions with a 2 NM visibility rating, plus 

both 3 NM and 5 NM masthead lights. 

All Hella marine NaviLED PRO Series navigation lamps are 

manufactured in New Zealand and backed by a 5-year warranty. They're 

offered with a choice of black or white shrouds. Suggested retail prices 

start at $160. 

Contact Hella marine Inc., 201 Kelly Dr., Peachtree City, GA 30269. 

770-631-7500. SOE.sales@hella.com; www.hellamarine.com. 


